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In experiment 1 NoSo and NoSp thresholds for a 500-Hz pure tone were obtained in a
low-fluctuation masking noise and a high-fluctuation masking noise for six normal-hearing listeners.
The noise bandwidth was 10 Hz. In agreement with previous investigations, the NoSo thresholds
were lower in low-fluctuation noise than in high-fluctuation noise. For three listeners, NoSp
thresholds were similar for the two types of noise, while for the other three listeners, NoSp
thresholds werehigherfor low-fluctuation noise than for high-fluctuation noise. In experiment 2, the
masker was created by amplitude modulating a 500-Hz pure tone by a 0–10-Hz low-pass noise. The
degree of masker fluctuation was controlled by adjusting the average modulation depth~100%, 63%,
40%, and 25%!. The signal was a 10-Hz-wide noise centered on 500 Hz. Results were similar to
those of experiment 1: for the NoSo conditions, signal detection improved with decreasing degree
of fluctuation, and for NoSp conditions, the results were subject dependent. For three listeners,
NoSp thresholds were again similar in the two types of noise, while for the other three listeners,
NoSp thresholds were again higher in low-fluctuation noise than in high-fluctuation noise. The
results showed that a high degree of masker fluctuation sometimes facilitates NoSp detection. It is
possible that the binaural detection mechanism utilizes the relatively good signal-to-noise ratios that
occur in the low power or ‘‘dip’’ regions of fluctuating masker waveforms. ©1998 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!01305-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Previous experiments using low-noise~Pumplin, 1985!
have investigated the effects of masker amplitude fluctua
on monaural signal detection~Hartmann and Pumplin, 1988!.
Conditions have contrasted detection in noise having a
dom phase relation among components~where noise fluctua-
tion is generally high! with detection in noise having com
ponents whose phases are selected such that the
fluctuation is relatively low~low-noise noise!. Results~Hart-
mann and Pumplin, 1988! indicate that monaural signal de
tection is better for low-noise narrow-band noise than
random-phase narrow-band noise. Similar effects were
ported by Margolis and Small~1974! for a low-fluctuation
noise produced by frequency modulating a sinewave b
thermal noise. The low-noise noise result is consistent w
the notion that random variation in the energy of the mas
is detrimental to the detection of the signal~e.g., Bos and de
Boer, 1966!.

There is reason to believe that studies manipulat
noise fluctuation may also be of interest in conditions
binaural unmasking. For example, it is possible that res
from low- and high-fluctuation noise conditions may ha
bearing upon models of the masking-level difference~MLD !
~Hirsh, 1948!. Specifically, different binaural models may b
associated with different predictions concerning the effec
masker fluctuation. In the equalization–cancellation~EC!
model of Durlach~1963!, the stimulus waveforms at the tw
ears undergo auditory filtering, level/time equalization, a
subtraction. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider on
NoSo and NoSp stimulation. With perfect equalization, th
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subtraction process would completely eliminate an
masker, and masked signal detection threshold would
similar to that obtained in quiet. However, the model a
sumes that there is both time and amplitude ‘‘jitter’’ in th
process, resulting in an No noise being reduced in le
rather than eliminated. In contrast, the subtraction proc
for the Sp signal essentially results in an in-phase addition
the signal, with a consequent boost in signal level. Thus,
NoSp detection, the signal-to-noise ratio is effectively i
creased by the EC process. For an So condition, the sub
tion process results in a reduction in signal level. Howev
because the same jitter parameters hold for both signal
noise, the noise and signal are reduced by similar amoun
the NoSo case. Thus, for NoSo, the signal-to-noise ratio
essentially the same at the EC input and the EC output.

In the EC model, both NoSo and NoSp detection reduce
to the problem of detecting signal energy in noise. If it
supposed that the decision statistic for detection is similar
the NoSo and NoSp cases, then the effects of low-nois
noise should be similar for NoSo and NoSp detection. Be-
cause power fluctuations are relatively minor in low-no
noise, both NoSo and NoSp thresholds are expected to b
relatively lower than in noise with prominent power fluctu
tions. Because effects of low-noise noise are expected to
similar for NoSo and NoSp detection, the MLD would then
be expected to be similar for low-noise noise and rando
phase noise.

In contrast, the MLD is expected to be relatively smal
for low-noise noise conditions from the standpoint of cro
correlation models~Jeffress, 1948; Colburn, 1973; Stern a
Colburn, 1978; Stern and Trahiotis, 1992! of the MLD. One
257303(5)/2573/5/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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reason for this prediction is related to the fact that, in cro
correlation models, the decision statistic for binaural det
tion is proposed to be radically different from that associa
with monaural, or NoSo, detection. As in the EC mod
monaural or NoSo detection is usually hypothesized to
based upon an analysis of stimulus energy. Thus, a relati
low NoSo threshold is predicted for a low-noise noi
masker. In contrast, binaural~e.g., NoSp! detection is as-
sumed to be based upon a cross-correlation process. In
physiological realization of such a process, the decision
tistic is presumed to be related to a change in the acti
pattern of neurons responding to different degrees of in
aural delay. If it is assumed that interaural correlation will
just as high for a random-phase No noise as for a low-no
No noise, there is no reason to expect that the relatively h
degree of fluctuation associated with random-phase n
should be deleterious for NoSp detection. According to this
interpretation, the MLD should be smaller in low-noise no
because the NoSo threshold is expected to be lower in l
noise noise than in random-phase noise, but the Nop
threshold is not expected to be lower in low-noise noise t
in random-phase noise.

A second reason that MLDs might be smaller in lo
noise noise is directly related to the depth of fluctuation
the masker envelope. Masker dips~where noise power is low
for short temporal epochs! are associated with a relativel
high signal-to-noise ratio. There is evidence that monau
detection for a signal presented in a band of random n
does not appear to be able to benefit from the good sig
to-noise ratios associated with masker dips~Buus et al.,
1996!. This may be because it is difficult for the audito
system to determine whether a signal occurring in a mas
dip is actually a signal or simply a random fluctuation of t
masker. A cross-correlation mechanism offers a potential
lution to this problem in that anSp signal occurring in an No
masker dip will result in interaural correlation quite differe
from that associated with the masker alone. If such sh
duration changes in interaural correlation are effective
cueing detection,Sp thresholds might actually be better
random-phase noise~where dips are relatively deep! than in
low-noise noise~where dips are relatively shallow!.

In the course of this investigation, we learned of a sim
lar on-going study of the MLD in low-noise noise maske
with similar results, by David Eddins and Laura Barber. T
manuscripts resulting from his work and the work in o
laboratory have therefore been submitted as companion
pers.

I. EXPERIMENT 1: MLD IN LOW-NOISE NOISE

A. Method

1. Subjects

Subjects were six listeners with normal hearing, ag
between 24 and 44 years. All had previous experience lis
ing in MLD and CMR paradigms.

2. Stimuli

All noise bands were centered on 500 Hz and ha
bandwidth of 10 Hz. Each band was composed of 11 eq
2574 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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amplitude sinusoidal components. For the high-fluctuat
noise, the phase relation among the 11 components was
dom. For the low-noise noise, the phase relations were c
sen by the low-fluctuation noise algorithm~Pumplin, 1985!.
For each type of noise~random-phase or low-noise noise!,
ten different noise files were generated. One of the ten fi
was selected randomly from interval to interval in order
reduce possible effects associated with a particular fro
noise sample~Hanna and Robinson, 1985!. Each noise file
was 4096 samples long, using a sampling rate of 4096
Noise was delivered via a 12-bit Data Translation D/A co
verter. The signal was a 400-ms, 500-Hz pure tone, sha
with a 50-ms squared-cosine rise/fall. The masker was ga
on ~50-ms squared-cosine! 100 ms before the signal wa
gated on, and was gated off simultaneously with the sig
The masker was always interaurally in phase~No! and the
signal was either interaurally in phase~So! or interaurally out
of phase~Sp!.

3. Masker statistics

The average kurtosis for the ten low-noise masker wa
forms was 1.655~compared to 3.0 for Gaussian noise!. Fig-
ure 1 of Hartmann and Pumplin~1988! shows that 1.655 is
well outside the expected distribution for kurtosis f
random-phase noises. The average crest factor for the
low-noise noise maskers was 1.710, compared with an
pected value of 2.76 for random-phase noises~Hartmann and
Pumplin, 1988, Eq. C4!. In contrast with the fluctuations in
signal power, the low-noise noise maskers showed no spe
character in their instantaneous phases. Phase varia
caused by the center frequency was extracted and the
sidual phase variation~Hartmann, 1997, Eq. 18.6! was stud-
ied. Neither the overall phase variance nor any tim
dependent behavior indicated differences between low-n
noise and random-phase maskers. This analysis is rele
because the rate of change in interaural difference cues fo
NoSp stimulus depends upon the changes in the insta
neous phase of the masker. The analysis suggests no ob
differences between low-noise noise and random-no
maskers in this regard.

4. Procedure

Thresholds were determined using a three-alterna
forced choice~3AFC! three-down, one-up adaptive proc
dure, estimating the 79.4% detection threshold~Levitt,
1971!. An initial step-size of 8 dB was reduced to 4 dB aft
two reversals, and further reduced to 2 dB after two m
reversals. A threshold run was stopped after 12 reversals,
the average of the last 8 reversals was taken as the thres
for a run. Four threshold runs were averaged to compute
final threshold, unless the range of the runs was greater
3 dB; in that case, a fifth run was obtained and included
the average. Each trial was preceded by a 300-ms war
light. Each interval was marked by a 400-ms light. The
terstimulus interval was 300 ms. Visual feedback was p
vided after each response. The stimuli were delivered bin
rally by means of Sony MDR V6 earphone
2574Hall et al.: MLD and noise fluctuation
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B. Results and discussion

Threshold data for the six subjects are summarized
Fig. 1. Individual rather than average data are shown bec
there were different patterns of results across subjects.
most consistent finding, of course, was that NoSp thresholds
were lower than NoSo thresholds. A second consistent fi
ing was that, for NoSo conditions, signal thresholds w
lower ~by about 5 dB! in low-noise noise than in random
phase noise. This result is consistent with that reported
Hartmann and Pumplin~1988!. However, results for low-
noise noise and random-phase noise were not consi
across subjects for NoSp detection. In NoSp conditions,
subjects 1, 2, and 3 showed higher thresholds for low-no
noise than for random-phase noise. As can be seen in T
I, these subjects had considerably larger MLDs~by about 9
dB! in random-phase noise than in low-noise noise. For th
subjects, MLDs were relatively small in low-noise noi

FIG. 1. The NoSo~circles! and NoSp ~squares! thresholds for the six lis-
teners, in low-noise noise~Low! and random noise~High!. Error bars show
plus and minus one standard deviation. Standard deviations are not s
when they are smaller than the data symbol.

TABLE I. Individual and mean MLDs~dB! for random phase noise an
low-noise masking noise. Data are for experiment 1.

Noise type S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Mea

High fluctuation 26.0 23.0 18.7 17.4 20.6 18.7 20.7
Low fluctuation 17.3 14.4 9.8 12.7 18.5 15.1 14.5
2575 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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partly because the NoSo thresholds were relatively low
low-noise noise, and partly because the NoSp thresholds
were relatively high in low-noise noise. For subjects 4,
and 6, NoSp thresholds were similar between low-nois
noise and random-phase noise~see Fig. 1!. For these sub-
jects, MLDs were again smaller in low-noise noise than
random-phase noise, but only by about 2 to 5 dB. In th
subjects, the smaller MLD in low-noise noise than
random-phase noise was due primarily to the fact that
NoSo thresholds were lower in low-noise noise than
random-phase noise. Across all subjects, the average M
for random-phase noise was 20.7 dB, and the average M
for low-noise noise was 14.5 dB~see Table I!.

The most striking new result of this experiment was t
higher NoSp threshold in low-noise noise than in high
fluctuation noise for three of the six subjects. This res
suggests that a cue related to a relatively high degree
masker fluctuation can actually aid binaural signal detecti
In order to examine the generality of this result, we p
formed a second experiment employing a different meth
for generating maskers with varying degrees of fluctuatio

II. EXPERIMENT 2: MASKING NOISE CREATED BY
AMPLITUDE MODULATING A PURE TONE BY A LOW-
PASS NOISE

A. Method

1. Subjects

The subjects were the same as those who participate
the first experiment.

2. Stimuli and procedure

The masker was created by multiplying a 500-Hz pu
tone by a DC-shifted low-pass noise~0–10 Hz!. The mask-
ing waveform was defined by

A~ t !5A0@11N~ t !#cos~V0t !,

where t is time, A0 is the amplitude of the 500-Hz carrie
N(t) is the low-pass noise waveform, andV0 is 2p times the
carrier frequency. A similar method was used in a ML
study by Grantham and Robinson~1977!. However, in the
Grantham and Robinson study, the modulator was a ba
pass noise from 43 to 77 Hz, and modulation of the 500-
carrier by this bandpass noise resulted in a modulated ma
with spectral components extending from approximately 4
to 577 Hz. In the present study, the masker components w
restricted to frequencies between approximately 490 and
Hz. The degree of fluctuation was adjusted by varying
depth of modulation. Average modulation depths~in terms of
percent of modulation! were 100%, 63%, 40%, and 25%
where 100% corresponds to a noise waveform@N(t)# with
rms value of approximately 0.707. The level of the mas
~carrier plus sidebands! was held constant at approximate
59 dB SPL. The signal was a 10-Hz-wide band of no
centered on 500 Hz. An inverse fast Fourier transform~FFT!
incorporating a sampling rate of 11.025 kHz and buffer s
of 217 discrete points was used to create the signal. T
resulted in a stimulus with approximately 0.08-Hz frequen
resolution that, upon cyclical output, had an overall perio

wn
2575Hall et al.: MLD and noise fluctuation
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icity of approximately 11.89 s. The noise signal was play
continuously through a 20-bit digital-to-analog converter a
low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, and was gated via a Tucker-Da
SW2 gate. A noiseband was used as a signal, rather th
pure tone, so that the phase between the carrier of
amplitude-modulated masker would be random with resp
to the phase of the signal. The signal was 400 ms in durat
and had 50-ms squared-cosine rise/fall. The masker was
sented continuously. The masker was always interaurall
phase~No! and the signal was either interaurally in pha
~So! or interaurally out of phase~Sp!. The threshold proce
dure was the same as that used in the first experiment.

B. Results and discussion

Threshold data for the six subjects are summarized
Fig. 2. In several respects, the pattern of results was sim
to that obtained in experiment I. As in experiment 1, No
thresholds consistently improved as the masker fluctua
decreased. The average NoSo threshold was 59.6 dB
100% modulation, but improved to 52.7 dB for 25% mod
lation. As in experiment 1, there were individual differenc
in the effect of masker fluctuation for NoSp detection: sub-
jects 1, 2, and 3 again showed higher thresholds with

FIG. 2. The NoSo~circles! and NoSp ~squares! thresholds for the six lis-
teners, as a function of the average percent of modulation of the ma
Error bars show plus and minus one standard deviation. Standard devia
are not shown when they are smaller than the data symbol.
2576 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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creases in masker fluctuation, whereas subjects 4, 5, a
again showed relatively stable NoSp thresholds across th
different conditions of masker fluctuation. Across all su
jects, the average MLDs were 19.1, 16.4, 13.8, and 10.2
for 100%, 63%, 40%, and 25% modulation, respectively~see
Table II!.1

Again, the most striking finding was that for subjects
2, and 3, NoSp thresholds increased as a function of d
creased masker fluctuation. This result again suggests th
cue related to a relatively high degree of masker fluctuat
can aid binaural signal detection. Subjects 4, 5, and 6 ag
showed little change in the NoSp threshold with changes in
masker modulation depth.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

It was pointed out in the Introduction that a straightfo
ward EC model interpretation would predict that NoSo a
NoSp thresholds would depend similarly on masker fluctu
tion statistics. The findings for the Sp thresholds did not
agree with this prediction. The present findings were in b
ter agreement with a cross-correlation mechanism. Fo
cross-correlation mechanism, it was predicted that detec
for NoSp would would either not vary as a function of th
degree of masker fluctuation, or that Sp detection might be
worse in low-fluctuation noise than in high-fluctuation nois
In three of the listeners tested, Sp thresholds were similar in
low-fluctuation noise and in high-fluctuation noise, and
the three other listeners, NoSp thresholds werelower in
high-fluctuation noise than in low-fluctuation noise. The la
ter result is in direct contrast to the situation for monau
detection, where high noise fluctuation results in relativ
poor detection~Bos and de Boer, 1966!. It would appear that,
at least in some listeners, a high degree of noise fluctuatio
favorable for signal detection. It seems likely that this effe
is related to low-energy or ‘‘dip’’ regions in the masker. In
masker having a relatively low degree of fluctuation, t
signal-to-noise ratio is relatively constant over the durat
of a signal. However, in a masker having a relatively hi
degree of fluctuation, the signal-to-noise ratio will be re
tively poor in masker peak regions, but will be relative
good in masker dip regions. It is possible that the relativ
short but large binaural cues that exist during masker d
are effective in cuing NoSp detection.

The above interpretation is consistent with Isabell
~1995! account of NoSp data in a frozen noise experimen
As in previous experiments by Gilkey and his colleagu
~Gilkey et al., 1985; Gilkey and Robinson, 1986!, Isabelle
attempted to obtain information about the cues accoun
for binaural detection by examining performance for partic

er.
ns

TABLE II. Individual and mean MLDs for maskers varying in averag
percent of modulation. Data are for experiment 2.

Percent
modulation S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Mean

100 23.9 21.4 16.2 19.7 16.6 16.9 19.1
63 19.4 18.9 11.2 17.4 14.8 16.7 16.4
40 15.0 16.1 8.7 17.7 12.0 13.6 13.8
25 10.5 11.9 5.6 12.9 8.4 11.9 10.2
2576Hall et al.: MLD and noise fluctuation
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lar digitized samples of noise alone and signal-plus-no
While Isabelle found that NoSp performance was not corre
lated significantly with stimulus energy, modest, albeit s
nificant, correlations were found for some decision statis
based upon variability of the interaural time and/or interau
intensity cues. Interestingly, the highest correlations w
found for instantaneous interaural time differences. Isab
suggested that the auditory system may utilize the infrequ
but large interaural time differences occurring near
minima of the masker envelope, noting that ‘‘this strate
may be likened to ‘listening in the valleys of the noise.’ ’’

One feature of binaural analysis that might be seen a
conflict with the notion of relatively fine temporal resolutio
has been termed ‘‘binaural sluggishness’’~Grantham and
Wightman, 1979!. This term refers to the fact that listene
are relatively insensitive to dynamic variation in interau
difference cues, in that changes in binaural cues occurrin
rates of more than a few Hz are not heard as movemen
perceived location, but, instead as a ‘‘blur’’ or as diffusene
of location~Blauert, 1972; Grantham and Wightman, 197!.
Grantham and Wightman~1979! reported data consisten
with an interpretation that binaural sluggishness may be
sociated with small MLDs. They investigated the detecta
ity of a brief Sp tone burst presented in a noise mask
whose interaural phase varied sinusoidally between 1.0
21.0. When the short signal was presented at a time w
the masker had interaural correlation near 1.0, a MLD
curred, provided that the sinusoidal modulation of interau
masker phase was very slow~e.g., 0.5 Hz!. However, essen
tially no MLD occurred when the modulation rate was rais
to only 4 Hz. This result is consistent with an interpretati
that binaural sluggishness prevented the auditory sys
from taking advantage of the short temporal epochs when
stimulus was in NoSp configuration. However, it reasonab
to assume that the use of binaural signal detection infor
tion during short temporal epochs is poor only when both
masker and signal-plus-masker contain dynamically vary
interaural cues~as was the case in the Grantham and Wig
man study!. When the masker has a stable interaural phas
is likely that the binaural system can take advantage of b
aural detection information in short temporal epochs. Inde
the robust MLDs that occur for short Sp signals in stable No
maskers~Blodgett et al., 1958; Green, 1966; Robinson an
Trahiotis, 1972; Grantham and Wightman, 1979! provide
strong evidence that the binaural system can make good
of binaural detection information occurring in a short temp
ral epoch. We therefore do not view binaural sluggishnes
incompatible with a detection process involving relative
fast sampling of interaural correlation.
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1It should be mentioned that during the review process for this manusc
Kohlrausch et al. ~1997! published results comparing MLD data fo
random-phase and low-fluctuation noise. They used a 1000-Hz cente
quency and examined masking bandwidths from 5 to 100 Hz. For the N
conditions, their average data~four subjects! indicated lower thresholds for
low-fluctuation noise, and for the NoSp conditions, their average data in
dicated similar thresholds between random-phase and low-fluctuation n
~similar to our data for subjects 4, 5, and 6!.
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